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MICHAEL G. COOKE
1934-1990

We are saddened deeply by the death of Professor Michael G. Cooke, a distinguished authority on English Romanticism and Afro-American, African, and Caribbean literature, who graciously had agreed to be co-editor of ARIEL's forthcoming special issue on Commonwealth Drama.

Michael Cooke was Bird White Housum Professor of English Literature at Yale University, where he served as Director of Undergraduate Studies, Associate Chairman of the English Department, and Master of Trumbell College. He is the author of several books, including Afro-American Literature in the Twentieth Century: The Achievement of Intimacy, The Romantic Will, and The Blind Man Traces the Circle: On the Patterns and Philosophy of Byron's Poetry. In 1988, he was the driving force behind the founding at Yale of The Common Wealth of Letters, an international alliance of literary scholars working in the literatures written in English throughout the world.

In his passing, we lost a warm friend, an inspiring teacher, and a brilliant scholar. We all miss him.